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EPA’s Dirty Rotten Scoundrels
By: Doug Sombke, President of SD Farmers Union

I was amazed at the irony in a Wall

They also remind us the Daschle/ Dole 1990 Clean Air Act
amendment was legislated to insure that while phasing out lead EPA
would prevent refiners from replacing lead by making 30% of gasoline
content benzene and related octane referred to as aromatics. The

Street Journal headline “Those Dirty

amendment directed refiners to instead use practical, available

Rotten Ethanol Scoundrels”……are

safer alternatives: Yet EPA nefariously claims 30% ethanol is illegal

bootlegging ethanol into gasoline as if it’s

for standard autos to lock ethanol’s safe octane out as a practical

an evil plot. The irony is EPA’s dirty rotten

alternative to aromatic octane thus violating Daschle/Dole’s clean air

scoundrels have aligned with petroleum to

act amendment.

nefariously claim ethanol’s low carbon, 94

Not unlike aromatic octane, combusting the two carbon ethanol

octane 30% blend damages engine systems

molecule does not produce known human genotoxic, carcinogenic

and is illegal to use in standard autos.

benzene and related aromatic toxics identical to those also found in

On behalf of rural communities and family farmers I am calling
out EPA and those who still drink the kool- aid of EPA’s fraudulent
assessments that E30 is illegal for and damages standard auto engine
systems.
We also counter EPA’s propaganda with South Dakota Farmers

cigarette smoke: This enables E30 to slash these emissions up to
80 percent.
Going to our home web site’s premium E30 tab finds the World
Health Organization’s and consensus other medical researches assert:
“Like cigarette smoke there is no recommended safe level for benzene

Union’s public service advertising challenging EPA’s fraudulent verbal

in our air.” EPA deceptively lowered gasoline’s benzene content from

claim “it’s illegal to fuel standard autos with 30% ethanol’s 94 octane

one to a half percent as a fake cure all but ignores Clean Air Act

E30”. Our PSA informs standard auto owners that by choosing blender

directives to eliminate aromatic octane’s substantial carcinogenic

pumps E30 they can save $2-$4/tank fill. And more than several

benzene and related polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (pah) tailpipe

thousands of wise standard auto owners have for nearly ten years

emissions that also cause birth defects including infant brain damage.

daily fueled with blender pumps’ E30 to consistently report: “I save
money, get more power and can’t tell any mileage difference”.
These EPA fraudulent claims built the E10 blend wall effectively

Importantly readers can then also click on Glacial Lakes
Energy’s extensive E30 research proving E30 does not reduce average
mileage and auto owners save $2-$4/tank fill plus E30’s unique air

capping corn ethanol production at today’s 15 billion gallons. This also

charge cooling delivers more power: E30’s volatility neutral higher

caps corn prices thus all crop prices by severely restricting ethanol’s

oxygen content and octane assures more complete combustion that

participation in what should be a fully free enterprise gasoline octane

reduces poisonous emissions and engine carbon deposits to lower

market. The results include billions are fraudulently extracted from

maintenance costs.

especially rural economies and standard auto owners.
Skeptical? I and SDFU members have gained unique, credible

Finally, Americans informed with the truth will easily see that
EPA’s dirty rotten deal with petroleum has stymied growth of ethanol

expertise in these matters by continuing to work closely with our

related corn markets effectively extracting billions from especially

former senator Daschle, his chief of staff Pete Rouse and his ethanol

rural communities to transfer that wealth to Russia and middle east

consultant Dave Hallberg. Working closely with this Daschle team that

oil dictators: and the most tragic cost of EPA’s dirty rotten deal with

created and led passing the Renewable Fuels Standard we find they

petroleum creates unwarranted poisonous benzene and related

advise the RFS has completed its job for corn ethanol. It is time to

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (pah) emissions that especially target

take advantage of free enterprise marketing opportunities presented

the fetus and our smallest children. How many billions does it take to

because E30 is also low carbon and likely is the only safe octane

cover medical costs caused by unwarranted gasoline aromatic octane

contributor enabling transition to autos’ desired 94 octane gasoline

tailpipe emissions’ resulting childhood cancers, birth defects, brain

pool.

damage, family tragedies, etc.?

Our Strategic Plan And Business Imperatives Drive Capital Projects
By: Jim Seurer, Glacial Lakes CEO

Capital intensive businesses that plan to
enjoy long-term viability must re-invest
capital in two critical areas—maintenance
and growth. Without capital investment into
these areas, productivity and efficiency will
decline and opportunities will be missed.
Then, the bottom line will suffer and the
business will eventually become stagnant
and less competitive which will lead to a
slow and painful death.
I am frequently asked why GLE needs to
spend such significant dollars on capital
projects as opposed to paying higher dividends. My answer typically stems
from two main thoughts…first, we are a very large business with millions
and millions in terms of property, plant, and equipment and roughly a half
billion dollars in revenue. Secondly, it takes millions of dollars, in terms of
general upkeep and replacement, just to maintain hundreds of millions of
dollars’ worth of equipment. Just as some investors seem to have heartburn
over this, other investors would have heartburn if the plant facilities were
left to denigrate. It’s a fine line to walk and your Board of Director and
management teams realize it.
Project planning at Glacial Lakes Energy is guided by our strategic
plan and the recommendations of our operational, marketing, and financial
experts. During the planning process, we’re working to maintain a viable
company that serves the interests of our investors well, both today and into
the future. We are also working to increase value by adding projects that
will either maintain or enhance our core operations.
The Watertown loop track project is a perfect example of a project
that required significant capital, over $19.0 million to be exact. Throughout
this project, we gave careful consideration to the overall cost of the project
as well as the idea of maintaining and improving the competitive position
of Glacial Lakes Energy (GLE) within our industry. We kept coming back to

the same answer. That is, to stay relevant and viable, GLE needed to move
from our position as a single-car shipper to the efficiencies of the unit train
shipper. Given the flexibility this asset offers us and the 4½ year simple
payback, it was an easy decision.
Other projects currently underway are aimed at improving process
efficiency, increasing output volumes and yields, or both. They, too, are
expensive. But, there also is an expense associated with a “do nothing”
approach albeit usually more elusive and hidden until one day, when it’s too
late.
In Mina, we’re adding two additional fermenters and three more
sieve bottles. This project will deliver improved ethanol and corn oil yields
and volumes and improved production of exportable low moisture ethanol
without losing capacity. This project is expected to be completed and
commissioned by January 2018.
In Watertown, we will be installing two additional fermenters along
with the same finer grind (selective milling) technology that is currently
working well in the Mina plant. Selective milling is a wet milling process
that releases more starch for downstream milling, ultimately improving
product yield. This project is expected to be online and commissioned by
January 2018.
The efficiency and productivity of our Mina and Watertown plants has
never been higher. This is mostly due to our reinvestment in capital projects
and careful maintenance and the watchful eye of an excellent operations
staff.
As stated in every letter that goes out with a dividend announcement,
the GLE Board of Directors and Management team has always been
committed to maintaining a balanced strategy of paying a competitive
dividend while reinvesting a portion of our earnings back into the plant
operations to improve efficiency, to diversify and capitalize on market
opportunities, and to maintain our current success. As we see it, this is
what it will take to continue to pay dividends well into the future.

Scholarship Program A Winner For Employers And Students
Seeing a need and finding a creative way to meet it. That’s how
the Build Dakota Scholarship program came into existence. A shortage
of skilled workers in the trades created the need, and Governor
Dennis Daugaard and T. Denny Sanford created a fix. The Build Dakota
Scholarship program encourages high school students to begin their
work careers right here in South Dakota by enrolling in programs at
Lake Area Technical Institute (LATI) that help fill gaps.
“The program partners with employers who need workers with
these skills,” explains Tara Crowder, Glacial Lakes Energy’s Director of
Human Resources. “The business helps pays the student’s tuition and
books for two years, and, in exchange, the student agrees to work for
that business for a specific period of time after graduation.”
“We have sponsored two students each year since the program
began. Two students are now working for us, two others are currently
between the first and second years of the program, and two additional
students just began the program this month,” says Crowder.
One of the first to graduate under this program was Henry
Neiman, from Lake Norden. Neiman heard about the scholarship on
the radio and is now an operator in the Watertown plant.
“Lake Area has one of the best energy programs in the country,
so I’d do this again ten times out of ten,” he says. “The scholarship
guaranteed me a job when I graduated, which was nice, and took some
of the financial pressure off while I was attending school.”
“I did an internship here and also worked part time during
school, so it was an easy transition to work here once I graduated,”
Neiman continues. “Glacial Lakes is a good place to work and it further
compliments my education.”
“As a company, we’re really pleased to be able to support these

students,” says Pat Hogan, GLE’s Director of Operations. “We tend to
find them well motivated, eager to apply the knowledge they’ve gained
and anxious to get their careers started. Lake Area Technical Institute
is a tremendous resource for companies in this area.”
With South Dakota’s unemployment rate below 3.0%, LATI
students are often hired before they graduate. “That’s why the
scholarship is a perfect fit for employers, who can create a pipeline of
talent and students,” Crowder says. “We invest in them by funding a
portion of their education, and they return that investment by working
for us. Of course, we hope they find Glacial Lakes Energy a great, longterm place to start and then continue their career.”
CEO Jim Seurer echoes these sentiments, “This program
provides us with workers that can ‘hit the ground running’ and are
already knowledgeable about the plant operations. We are very
fortunate to have this opportunity right here in our community.”

LATI Energy Operations Students Levi Johnson and Mason Wickherst are pictured with
Jim Seurer, CEO, Pat Hogan, Director of Operations and Tara Crowder, Director of Human
Resources at Glacial Lakes Energy. Johnson and Wickherst are recipients of the Dakota
Build Scholarship and have committed to working at Glacial Lakes Energy after graduation.

Celebrating in Style
By: Laura Butterbrodt, Staff Writer
reprinted from the
Watertown Public Opinion July 19, 2017

Glacial Lakes Energy, LLC celebrated its 15th Anniversary with
an open house at the new Watertown Unit Train Facility south of
U.S. Highway 212 on July 18.
The open house drew
more than 600 people to the
commencement. A meal was
served along with tours of the
new facility and a presentation
with speeches from GLE CEO
Jim Seurer, Watertown Mayor
Sarah Caron, Burlington Northern
& Santa Fe official John Miller,
South Dakota Lieutenant Governor
Matt Michels, retired US Army
four star General Wesley Clark,
and GLE Chairman Mark Schmidt.
“Here’s what I know: You
General Wesley Clark visits with
can frack all you want,” said
GLE’s Dale Christiansen,
Clark. “You are not going to make
Todd Jongeling and Jim Seurer
America energy independent on oil
alone. You must have ethanol. We must have you to do that.”
Construction of the new $19 million, 130-acre facility started
last spring, which caused some controversy over the closure of
South Broadway.
The facility allows for shipment of 96-car unit trains, making
it a much more efficient process. The new unit train facility also
opens up more of global markets for GLE. The other GLE facility in
Mina also has a unit train facility.
“This facility allows us to enter global markets. As a single
car shipper previously, we weren’t able to hit some of those global
export markets,” Seurer said. “In addition, we have already
decreased the crossing events on Highway 212 and essentially
increased public safety.”
The daytime crossings of train cars across Highway 212 have
decreased by 80 percent since the construction of the loop track,
and delays are 5 to 10 minutes shorter.
Since the original construction of GLE in 2002, they have been
able to double the original 50 million gallon capacity. The company
has also invested between $40 and $50 million in other projects

over the years, including the new unit train loop track with three
new 1.5 million gallon tanks. The current production allows about
12 train cars to be filled each day, which means about one unit
train is completed each week. Each car holds an average of 29,000
gallons of ethanol.
Michels said he admires the servant leadership principles GLE
holds, which their website defines as “helping and supporting each
other to build a profitable business.” “The Governor (Daugaard)
and I demanded that we work for you, our team work for you,”
Michels said.
Mayor Caron said she was fortunate to be a part of the
planning process for the unit train facility during her time with the
city engineering department. She also said GLE is a staple to the
Watertown community due to employee incomes being spent in
the city and property and sales taxes that benefit the Watertown
economy. “All in all, GLE produces an economic impact of around
$400 million every single year just in the Watertown area, and $750
million a year overall. It’s tremendous,” Caron said. “Watertown is
on a roll toward economic prosperity, and Glacial Lakes Energy is
leading the way.”
“We are excited to have reached this milestone,” said GLE
Chief Executive Officer Jim Seurer. “For the past 15 years, we are
proud to have made a significant contribution to our local economy,
the value-added agriculture industry, our national energy security
and ultimately to consumers. We look forward to serving our
communities and the U.S. ethanol industry for many more years
to come. Our new state-of-the-art unit train shipping facility is a
perfect fit for our future and well positions the company for the next
15 years.”

The Watertown Chamber of Commerce
held a ribbon cutting ceremony as part
of GLE’s 15 year anniversary celebration.
Pictured are GLE’s board of directors.

Q3 Financial Results
Financial Report For the Third
Quarter
(Unaudited)
(Dollars In Millions)
Q3

A very solid third quarter has kept Glacial Lakes Energy on track to post
another very strong financial performances for fiscal 2017.
“As a company, we have excellent cash reserves and very little debt,”
says Chief Financial Officer Kyle Weinman. “We’re in an enviable position in

Total Assets

$234.8

that we can pay dividends, yet don’t have to borrow money to grow internally.

Total Liabilities

$46.0

For example, we funded the loop track project ourselves.”

Net Worth

$188.7

While dividends are an obvious and tangible benefit of business
success, Weinman notes that capital improvements are investments that will

Current Assets

$112.3

Current Liabilities

$36.0

Working Capital

$76.3

return even greater dividends down the road.
“We’re positioning ourselves for a time five years from now and
beyond,” he explains. “As agriculture illustrates, good times come and
go. A strong balance sheet allows you to weather the down times. With

Net Income

$10.0

YTD Net Income

$23.8

margins where they are, this is the time to increase our efficiencies. Building
infrastructure now positions us to remain profitable even when crush
margins narrow.”

Loop Track Completion Provides Major Advantages
The Watertown loop track project was officially completed June 6,
when work on the three ethanol storage tanks and piping that feeds the rail
loadout was finished. For the Watertown facility, the loop track provides

the time spent moving cars around and makes it easier to set them up for
shipment.”
Glacial Lakes Energy currently ships an ethanol unit train almost

a combination of marketing and operational benefits that mark a very

weekly and two units of distillers grain every month. Where those trains

significant step forward.

are heading is another reason the loop track is so important to the future

“By moving from a single-car to a unit-

success of the company.

train loader, we gain the financial benefits

“The export market continues

of major efficiency increases,” states Brad

to grow for both ethanol and DDGs,”

Schultz, Director of Commodities and Risk

Schultz says, “and single-car shippers

Management. “At the same time, we have

have difficulty in gaining access to that

positioned ourselves to better serve the

market. As part of the project, we also

growing export market for both ethanol and

built three 1.5-million-gallon storage

distiller’s grains.”

tanks. Those provide additional capacity,

Detailing the financial benefits,

but are also intended to serve those

Schultz notes that it is much more efficient

export customers. Different countries

for railroads to move ethanol and DDGs

require ethanol made to different

in 96-car unit trains. That means more

specifications, so one tank can contain

attractive freight rates for unit shippers like GLE. “Generally, unit trains

ethanol manufactured for Brazil, one for the domestic market, and another

also cut transit times to market roughly in half compared to the single-car

for India.”

approach,” he adds. “That’s more efficient for the railroads and it is a key

Those countries are current destinations for GLE’s ethanol, as well as

to this project for us because it significantly reduces our fleet of leased

China, Korea, the Philippines and, surprisingly, the Middle East. “Ethanol is

tanker and hopper cars—a major cost savings.”

the most affordable source of octane in the world,” Schultz explains, “so

Operationally, the loop track cuts load time and reduces car
movements, notes Pat Hogan, Director of Operations. “The ability to

you will see shiploads of ethanol headed to the Middle East.”
As far as distillers grains go, units from GLE travel to both domestic

load two ethanol railcars simultaneously makes it much easier, faster

destinations—primarily Texas feedlots and California dairy operations—

and more efficient for our team,” he says. “Having the cars in a loop, as

and internationally to Mexico by direct shipment and by way of the Pacific

opposed to the ladder tracks, which were being used previously, reduces

Rim through Pacific Northwest ports.

Is Ethanol’s Biggest Advocate The EPA?
In plot twist that may open the
door to higher ethanol blends, the
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) received an engine patent it has
been pursuing for nearly a decade for
a high efficiency, high compression
engine that uses blends such as E30.
In contrast to what has
appeared to be a history of regulatory
roadblocks for ethanol, EPA’s National
David VanderGriend
Vehicle and Fuel Emissions Laboratory
has spent nine years working to
patent a high efficiency engine designed to take advantage of the
benefits unique to higher ethanol blends.
After several appeals and re-boots, the patent was granted based
on EPA’s argument in a 2014 appeal. Here is an excerpt. “There is a great
need in the world at this time for a highly efficient and commercially
viable alcohol fuel engine…Brazil, for example, predominantly uses
ethanol for transportation fuel in place of gasoline…”
David VanderGriend, President of the Urban Air Initiative (UAI)
said this action supports and validates years of UAI research and
data analysis that high octane ethanol blends are superior motor
fuels to gasoline, if engines are designed to take advantage of
ethanol’s properties. EPA also relied on work by the Coordinating
Research Council (CRC) which is a joint auto and oil industry research
organization. They cited a CRC study that concluded: “If the octane
number increase were to be derived by addition of ethanol to gasoline,
larger torque increases may be possible in turbocharged direct injected
engines due to the high latent heat of vaporization of ethanol. An E30
blend with 91 research octane number gasoline blend-stock could
potentially improve torque by 50% but this level of increase is not proven
in any vehicle application…”
VanderGriend noted that an E30 100 research octane number can
easily be made by splash blending 20% ethanol on to today’s E10. The
question this action raises, according to VanderGriend, is what was
EPA’s intent in
getting this patent?
“Here we have EPA agreeing that higher ethanol blends can
reduce emissions and acknowledging that engines and fuels must be
looked at as an integrated system. Adjusting compression to address
the slightly lower energy content of ethanol while taking advantage of
the octane is something automakers can do. But the inconsistencies
with these findings and the actions of the regulators is maddening. The
reason we have not seen these engines coming out of the auto industry
is the roadblocks EPA has created keeping ethanol out of the market.”
As examples, he noted that in the Tier 3 Rulemaking of 2016 EPA
officials declined to provide a pathway for certifying E30 as an approved
fuel after asking for comments on doing so. They have declined to lift
unnecessary vapor pressure restrictions on higher blends. They have
failed to update lifecycle and emission models that validate ethanol’s
positive impact on emissions. And they have eliminated green house
gas and mileage credits for automakers who have clearly stated they
would be able to take advantage of these higher ethanol blends if some
credits, which are disproportionately applied to electric vehicles, were

available to them. Under the current system automakers are essentially
mandated to produce electric vehicles despite the higher cost and lack
of consumer acceptance.
VanderGriend said there has been a great deal of concern
expressed by UAI supporters and many in the ethanol industry that this
is an effort to actually limit the use of ethanol by protecting these high
efficiency engines and the use of a 30% ethanol blend.
“Let’s give EPA the benefit of the doubt and proceed under the
assumption this is an effort to make the design and emission data
available to US industry as a positive return on the taxpayer dollars
that went in to this research. It could be a boost to our auto industry, it
supports the President’s commitment to rural America, and fosters our
policy of economic and energy independence,” he said.
VanderGriend said UAI may apply for a license from EPA
and hopes our own government agency will provide it to American
companies at no cost or restrictions.

Sturgis Bikers & Motorists
Re-Fuel With Ethanol
Motorcycle riders traveling around Sturgis, S.D., now have
the ability to fuel with 93 octane, 10% ethanol. As part of an overall
effort to educate motorcyclists on ethanol, the Renewable Fuels
Association (RFA) has donated a permanent fueling station to the
Buffalo Chip Campground. The station will be open 24 hours a day
to all vehicles, not just motorcycles. The RFA has partnered with the
Buffalo Chip since 2009.
This latest addition serves as a powerful tool to educate
consumers year-round, not just during the annual motorcycle rally.
The station was a busy spot during the August Rally and it provided
the highest octane available at the lowest price.
“Motorcycle owners are typically looking for high octane,
and ethanol helps provide that,” said Robert White, RFA Vice
President of Industry Relations. “The Buffalo Chip is the only
location in the area that offers 93 octane. The 93 octane is achieved
by adding 10% ethanol to standard 91 octane premium, and thanks
to the cost savings of ethanol, 93 octane is actually cheaper than
91 octane. Every motorcycle manufacturer that sells product in the
United States endorses the use of up to 10% ethanol, and we know
this will be a great addition to the area during the annual rally, and
the rest of the year.”
“We are excited about this new addition and the ability to
offer fuel to the public thanks to the Renewable Fuels Association,”
said Buffalo Chip Owner Rod Woodruff. “It will be one more service
we can provide while helping set the record straight on ethanol.”

Motorcyclists fill up with ethanol during the Sturgis Rally
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Stay Up to Date on Your Investment!
Would you like to be kept up-to-date on the latest news about Glacial Lakes Energy and the ethanol industry?
Please send us your e-mail address to receive regular communications, “Like Us” on Facebook, or “Follow Us” on Twitter.
To be added to our e-mail list, please contact Penni Tuttle, Membership Coordinator at ptuttle@glaciallakesenergy.com or 605-882-8480.

Save the Date!

December 06, 2017

GLCP Annual Shareholders Meeting in Watertown, SD

December 14, 2017

Investors Meeting in Sioux Falls, SD

December 15, 2017 “GLE Night” at Northern State University & Investors Meeting
February 6-10, 2018

GLE at the Watertown Winter Farm Show

For the latest quarterly financial information, please visit our website at:
http://www.glaciallakesenergy.com/invest_financial.htm

Our quarterly financials will be posted to our web page on or about the following dates for 2017:
September 22, 2017 | December 22, 2017
Cautionary Statements Regarding Forward- Looking Statements
This document contains forward-looking statements involving future events, future business and other conditions, our future performance and our expected future operations and actions.
In some cases you can identify forward-looking statements by the use of words such as “believe,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “intend,” “plan,” “estimate,” “predict,” “hope,” “should,” “could,” “may,”
“future,” “continue,” “potential” or the negatives of these terms or other similar expressions. These statements are based on management’s beliefs and expectations and on information currently available
to management.
Forward-looking statements are only our predictions and involve numerous assumptions, risks and uncertainties. Important factors that could significantly affect future financial condition and results
include, among others, operating margins in the ethanol industry, the rapid pace of expansion in the industry, the cost of corn and the price of ethanol, changes in ethanol supply and demand, changes
in current legislation or regulations that affect ethanol supply and demand, disruptions to infrastructure or in the supply of raw materials, the results of our risk management and hedging transactions, and
ethanol industry valuations generally.
Our actual results or actions may differ materially from those set forth in the forward-looking statements for many reasons, including events that are beyond our control or assumptions not proving to
be accurate or reasonable. We caution you not to put undue reliance on any forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date of this document. We cannot guarantee our future results, levels of
activity, performance or achievements.

www.glaciallakesenergy.com

